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In this third of four installments of our “How
To Help When…” series, we explore the
broad topic of depression.  

Many who are experiencing depression find
it almost impossible to reach out for help
even though they know they should. Many
of us who have a friend or family member in
that state don’t know what to say. And,
while good intentioned, we can end up
saying the wrong thing. 

In an interview with Krista Tippet titled TheThe
Soul of DepressionSoul of Depression and his book "Let Your Life SpeakLet Your Life Speak," Quaker author and
editor Parker Palmer spoke about his experience of depression:

“I had folks coming to me, of course, who wanted to be helpful, and sadly,
many of them weren’t. These were the people who would say, ‘Gosh, Parker,
why are you sitting in here being depressed? It’s a beautiful day outside. Go
feel the sunshine and smell the flowers.’ And that, of course, leaves a
depressed person even more depressed, because while you know,
intellectually, that it’s sunny out and that the flowers are lovely and fragrant,
you can’t really feel any of that in your body, which is dead in a sensory
way. And so you’re left more depressed by this ‘good advice’ to get out and
enjoy the day.”

DEPRESSION DEFINED:DEPRESSION DEFINED:
About 21 million U.S. adults—8.4%8.4% of the population—had at least one major
depressive episode in 2020. People of all ages and all racial, ethnic and
socioeconomic backgrounds experience depression. 

According to the National Association for Mental IllnessNational Association for Mental Illness (NAMI), “Depressive
disorder, frequently referred to simply as depression, is more than just feeling
sad or going through a rough patch. It’s a serious mental health condition that
requires understanding and medical care.” 

Fortunately, it is also treatable. 

http://www.fccog.org/
https://onbeing.org/programs/the-soul-in-depression/
https://www.amazon.com/Let-Your-Life-Speak-Listening/dp/0787947350/ref=sr_1_1?gclid=Cj0KCQiA9OiPBhCOARIsAI0y71D4W3RLBmcTz2AdcJOxiYQxhNlq8v8RB2uUILpBFEKPEgScdfzp4TgaAsxAEALw_wcB&hvadid=409957552249&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9003456&hvnetw=g&hvqmt=e&hvrand=6641131635238603238&hvtargid=kwd-131549762&hydadcr=24656_11410729&keywords=let+your+life+speak&qid=1643827311&sr=8-1
https://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/reports/rpt35325/NSDUHFFRPDFWHTMLFiles2020/2020NSDUHFFR1PDFW102121.pdf
https://www.nami.org/home?gclid=Cj0KCQiA9OiPBhCOARIsAI0y71DEEDrEq85w9zJXZkuuVla1ElBE-voipSUohXIW0wIY1r2V82DpKHMaAmEGEALw_wcB


WHAT TO LOOK FOR:WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
For most people, a depressive disorder changes how they function day-to-
day. Watch for common symptoms, listed below, that persist longer than two
weeks:

Loss of interest or loss of pleasure in all activities
Change in appetite or weight 
Sleep disturbances
Feeling agitated or feeling slowed down
Fatigue
Feelings of low self-worth, guilt or shortcomings
Difficulty concentrating or making decisions
Suicidal thoughts or intentions

WHAT TO DO:WHAT TO DO:
Communicate. Out of frustration, people might fall into the trap of lecturing
someone with depression or urging them to “try harder” to “just be happy.”
Neither approach works. Instead, speak honestly and with kindness. Tell the
person you care about them. Ask them how they feel, and truly listen. Make
specific offers of help, and follow through with those offers. 

Learn More. The more you know, the better equipped you are to help; even if
you only skim the surface. The resources listed below were given by
therapists we consulted on the subject.

National Association of Mental IllnessNational Association of Mental Illness (NAMI) is your ‘go-to’ guide to learning
more about depression, as well as other forms of mental illness, including
schizophrenia, PTSD, bipolar disorder, borderline personality disorder, ADHD,
OCD, anxiety, eating disorders, suicide, addiction and others.

Beck’s Depression InventoryBeck’s Depression Inventory is one of the most widely used assessments
(which you can also self-administer). 
 
The Mindful Way Through DepressionThe Mindful Way Through Depression is a terrific introduction into the benefits
of mindfulness for those who want solutions beyond what is listed on the
NAMI site.
 
Focus on the FamilyFocus on the Family provides a more faith-based approach, particularly
through the lens of the book: Healing Depression for Life: The PersonalizedHealing Depression for Life: The Personalized
Approach That Offers New Hope for Lasting ReliefApproach That Offers New Hope for Lasting Relief.  The author looks at the
chemical, emotional, physical, intellectual, relational and spiritual causes of
depression. 
 
Although NAMI recommends exercise, there are some specific types of
exercise that are known to help with depression such as walking outside and
Kundalini YogaKundalini Yoga.
 
SADNESS vs. DEPRESSIONSADNESS vs. DEPRESSION
While sadness might masquerade as depression, one therapist we reached out
to cautioned: “Sadness is an emotion that we all experience. This has been an
extremely stressful couple of years, and we are experiencing collective, as
well as individual, sadness. Many people are isolated and have lost our sense
of normalcy and community. It’s important to normalize emotions and not
pathologize i.e. distinguish between sadness and depression. Sometimes the

https://www.nami.org/About-Mental-Illness
https://www.ismanet.org/doctoryourspirit/pdfs/Beck-Depression-Inventory-BDI.pdf
https://www.soundstrue.com/products/the-mindful-way-through-depression?variant=32220056780899&currency=USD&utm_medium=product_sync&utm_source=google&utm_content=sag_organic&utm_campaign=sag_organic&gclid=Cj0KCQiArt6PBhCoARIsAMF5wagsCNu7fPASdBMcjuq3ZRRn8H3uraLGswUmonzPudXrSt62qZt0q4saAiNBEALw_wcB
https://www.focusonthefamily.com/
https://store.focusonthefamily.com/healing-depression-for-life/?gclid=Cj0KCQiArt6PBhCoARIsAMF5wag6j_UgSU_KqY_M7_pVVdMW_G6_23o6b_AoM2_eunU3w2wZBgIgu8QaAg2XEALw_wcB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOJCUuOU0VQ


two are confused. Perhaps people would be willing to share if we can help
them see that their feelings are just that… normal feelings!”

In the case of sadness, the value of exercise, good nutrition and of course
sleep cannot be overemphasized. You might also encourage doing “small acts
of kindness” as not only a way to feel connected but also experience a sense
of purpose and perhaps even joy in a time when life might be feeling dark.

The activities above, when listed on a card along with suggestions tailored for
the individual in need, might be a quick ‘go-to’ when sadness hits. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

While the suggestions above are meant to help, should you or a loved one still
feel you need further one-on-one support, the Caring Friends is a small,
trained group of individuals at First Church serving as objective, one-on-one
confidential listeners and talking companions during times of increased stress
or crisis. This supportive relationship could be limited to one phone
conversation or last up to three months. The duration would be completely up
to the person seeking support.

Remember, you are never alone. We are all in this together and need to rely
on our connection, faith, and Christian love.

Confidential messages can be left at CaringFriends@fccog.orgCaringFriends@fccog.org, or a voicemail
message including your phone number can be left at 203-637-1791 ext. 816203-637-1791 ext. 816.
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